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Mr. Chairman and Councilmembers, thank you for the opportunity to speak today as you carry out your 
review of the Department of Behavioral Health Fiscal Year 2018 proposed budget. The DC Behavioral 
Health Association must convey our serious concern with the DBH proposed budget. [In early 
November, the DC Behavioral Health Association delivered to Dr. Royster a set of recommendations that 
we viewed as most significant for overcoming challenges provider organizations have faced working 
with DBH during FY ’16 and FY ’17, and this budget goes in the wrong direction compared with those 
recommendations.] 
 
Dr. Royster will tell you that DBH has included $3,794,177 for an adjustment to the Medicaid growth 
rate. Despite this adjustment, we are concerned that, after accounting for $4,300,000 Intra-District 
spending on Day Rehabilitation Services, DBH has allocated $341,000 less in local funds [to be available 
for issue of Human Care Agreement purchase orders for provider organizations]. We are also seriously 
concerned there is $2,186,000 less budgeted in FY ’18 for Medicaid local match for MHRS services 
versus FY ’17. Dr. Royster has acknowledged that no funds were set aside to make adjustments after a 
rate study that we are told will be conducted during FY ’17, despite rates remaining flat since 2013. DBH 
does appear to intend to spend over $1 million more on addiction treatment, but this also does not 
include a placeholder for any needed rate adjustment. 
 
We are concerned how DBH plans to address the challenge of the Federal 90% payment for consumers 
enrolled in Health Homes ending in January 2018. [In our budget recommendations to DBH, we 
estimated the full-year cost of returning consumers to community support services to be $6,688,068.] 
Since it cuts Medicaid local match funds, this budget does not include sufficient funds to absorb the 
$5,016,051 that we estimate would be needed for the last nine months of FY ’18 if consumers are 
transferred back to community support services once the Federal 90% payment for Health Homes ends. 
[Dr. Royster told me she did not believe the ‘average’ consumer that leaves Health Homes will need 
community support services, but even if we take half the average cost of community support, those 
consumers will cost an estimated unbudgeted $2,508,026.] 
 
[In addition to the financial concerns previously mentioned, we also note the staffing pattern for Health 
Homes does not include the 1.5 additional FTE we recommended for FY ’18 to transition the program to 
a more sustainable operating model. The electronic registries that are used in jurisdictions where Health 
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Homes thrives are not complete over a year after program launch. A bulletin to remove administrative 
barriers compromising effective program operation was announced in early November but took until 
March 3 to publish. As the program goes through another difficult transition year, there should be an 
adequate number of dedicated staff members able to address these sorts of issues in a timelier 
manner.] 
 
Dr. Royster told me yesterday that DBH has decided the caps on addiction treatment recovery support 
services are likely to be removed. This is a notable reversal since as recently as April 13, but still with 
several hurdles to routine access for consumers. [Since the end of the SAMHSA grant that, in its final 
years, provided $3,500 per consumer on average to promote sustained recovery, DBH has reduced the 
cap to $700 per consumer, and later added limited flexibility to apply for supplemental units, but still 
with far more constraint than the previous design. One of my member provider organizations has seen a 
fivefold increase in relapses among consumers in permanent supportive housing during that time. While 
we understand the sensibility that resources are not unlimited and that whatever spending occurs will 
be up to the cap, we take the position that spending $3,500 was more cost effective than the cost of 
time and resources needed to send consumers through another round of residential treatment, if they 
can be convinced to return, and after untold cost to their lives and to those whose lives are affected 
when their sobriety is compromised.] Without a financial cap, DBH will need to show new willingness to 
approve justifiable care, or a de facto access cap will remain. With no additional funds allocated to these 
services, it is hard to understand how DBH will be able to afford any new flexibility. 
 
In my written testimony, I outline the disposition of several of our other requests, also not adequately 
addressed, to increase DBH staffing and resources dedicated to information systems and the Access 
Help Line. 
  
[DBH’s FY ’18 budget proposes a new administration to focus on systems transformation. Dr. Royster 
tells me that a net five additional FTEs have been directed to information systems. Given the significant 
contributions of information systems failures that have been ongoing over at least the past 18 months, 
we hope this reorganization will provide renewed focus to management of the iCAMS, Incedo, 
Data/WITS, and other electronic platforms. 
 
Similarly, the FY ’18 budget redirects the Access Help Line and the Assessment and Referral Center 
(known as the ARC) to the Clinical Services Administration. The enrollment, authorization, and provider 
assignment systems failures of the past year were significant, and DBH crosswalks appear to show no 
new FTEs have been added to perform these important services. We cannot afford to wait until FY ’19 to 
authorize the personnel that may be indicated from a staffing study that has just been commissioned. 
For SUD services, this may be mitigated because Dr. Royster has stated that she wants to allow SUD 
providers to do the assessment themselves rather than burdening clients by making them physically go 
through the ARC, but no plan or target date has been shared for provider organizations to perform those 
intake and assessment roles.] 
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With my remaining time, let me draw your attention to one item Dr. Royster has highlighted as budget 
savings. DBH has reported $3,000,000 will be saved in FY ’18 by adjusting medical necessity and level of 
care requirements. New medical necessity rules for Day Rehabilitation Services have reduced the 
duration that services are available and the number of consumers who receive those services. The peer 
support services that Dr. Royster has indicated should be considered as an alternative are not widely 
available, and the feedback Dr. Royster likes to say came from providers on the medical necessity 
definition ignores that the suggestions providers gave to DBH were not incorporated into the definition 
adopted. 
 
We can all agree that consumers should expect to receive comparable determinations of their medical 
needs and level of care regardless of the provider organization where they receive services. Provider 
organizations know there are disparities in utilization of services and that efficiencies need to be 
explored. 
 
This does not need to mean abandoning the status quo without alternative treatment options widely 
available or replacing clinical judgment with additional actual or de facto financial caps. It also creates 
the impression that haste to achieve financial savings has more value than the creative and clinically 
sound – while still financially prudent – decisions that might result from a more deliberative process. 
 
[We are disappointed to see that DBH is making substantial assumptions about anticipated community-
based provider spending without involving providers more substantially in the formation of those 
estimates. Green Door closed this year. An opioid crisis has swept the country. DBH budget errors could 
easily lead to further negative consequences for the community-based provider network, disruption of 
DBH’s own operations, and ultimately reduced health outcomes for District residents with serious 
mental illness or substance use disorders.] 
 
Unfortunately, decisions made without broad consultation focused on reducing spending without 
adequate transition plans for consumers or provider organizations that will be affected by those changes 
characterize far too much of the past 18 months. This budget is the latest disappointment. 


